FRIENDS OF THE MADDEN LIBRARY: LIBRARY DONORS FOR 2010 – 2011
This list includes donors whose gifts (including cash and gifts-in-kind) were received from July 1, 2010, through June 30, 2011.

CENTENNIAL SOCIETY
James and Yuko Brumm
Michael Cart
Jean and Lee Hull
Leon S. Peters Foundation, Inc.
June and George Shirotaya
Table Mountain Rancheria
Mary Ellen and David Tyckoson
Patricia and Fred Sommers
Carol and James Thaxter
Harold Tokmakian
Walter & Wilhelm Law Group
Linda Zylka

PARTNERS
A Book Barn
Beverly Achki
Alma Flor Ada
Haydee Alcantara
Theresa and Gary Almeda
Gaylee Amend
Raymond Angelillo
Verna Arnest
Baker, Peterson & Franklin, CPA
Janet Bancroft
Susan and Peter Bartlett
Barbara and Lowell Battcher
Peter Beck
Desa Belyea
Anne Benninghoven
Alexis and David Boeshaar
Vallorie and Tom Borchartd
Shirley Harnish Brinker
Patrick Brown
Cecelia and Ronald Byrd
Cheryl and Augie Caldera
California State University, Fresno Women’s Association
James Cardella
Angelica and Richard Carpenter
Patricia Carriuveau
and Daniel Spencer
Jean and Robert Carter
Becky and Jack Cashon
Diana and Jesus Castillo
Karen and Clayton Castle
Center for Communication Skills
Sally Chapman
Agnes and Elliott Chielpejan
Joycille and Roger Chittick
Janet Claassen
Betty Clark
Pat and Jerry Crawford
Beverly Daley
Darden Architects, Inc.
Sharon and Ray Darnell
Mary Daugherty
Elisabeth and Jeffrey Descombes
Elizabeth and Pat Dodds
Mary Anna and John Dunn
Sandra Eaton
Cynthia Elliott
and Christopher Glaves
Margarita and Curtis Engle
Babs and Saul Eskin
Lupe and Frances Esparza
Deborah Fata
Louise Feinberg
Nada and Robert Fishman
Beverly and Dennis Fitzpatrick
Anidelle and George Flint
Nancy and Lewis Franklin
Mary Gamegan-Richardson
Judy and Thomas Geczy
Clare Gist

Connie Goldsmith
Anne Reuland
and Michael Gorman
Cherrill Gragg
Maria and Dal Graham
Denise Graziani
Robin Greiner and Ellis Vance
Leticia Guilen
Vivian and Richard Haas
Lisa and Ralph Hackett
Susanne Haffner
William Haggerty, Jr.
Coke and James Hallowell
Patricia and John Hansen
Dianne and Charles Hanzlieck
Marilee and Dexter Hardcastle
Kathy Haug
Carol Haun
Joan Heckel
Eileen and William Henrikus
Christy Hicks
Nancy Hill-Joroff
Karen and David Hillman
John Holmes, Jr.
Lollie and John Horstmann
Marilyn Hsu
Geraldine and Gray Hughes
Bernice and Irvin Isaak
Joe Robinson Concrete
Richard Johanson
Penny and Marcus Johnson
Jessica and Daniel Kaiser
Norma and Paul Kaser
Janet and Robert Keefe
Jeffrey Kincaid
Mary and Jim Kinter
Alice and Frederick Kirschner
Diana and Robert Kittredge
Nancy and Peter Klassen
Ebe and George Knapp
Kathleen Kramer
Nancy Kudley
Deborah and Greg Lapp
Alan Lareau
Rosemary Lawrence
Christina Lee
Mary and Detlev Lindae
Kathleen Lopes
James Lovett, Jr.
Betty Lundberg
Daryl and Wesley Lusher
Cynthia MacDonald
Harrison Madden
Juanita and Charles McBride
Joy Quigley and Peter McDonald
Sue Means
Millie and Henry Meier
Peter Meserve
Patience Milrod and Paul Pierce
Wilda and Richard Moller
Lyla and Gerald Mon Pere
Julie Moore
Hugo Morales
Marcie Morrison
and Anthony Horan
Susie Nakagawa
Frances Neagley
Judith Neal
Wanda L. Nichols
Andrew Noble
Blossom Norman
J. D. Northway
Shirley Orr
Cleta and Joe Ortiz
Annette Paxton
Sylvia and Robert Pethoud
George Pilling
David and Martha Quadro
Lee Ann and Ralph Quatrano
Rosa and Valentin Quevedo
Quinlan, Kershaw & Fanucchi
Shirley and Lupe Ramirez
Margaret and Herb Reed
Kathy Reid
Doris and Gene Rose
Mercy and Esequiel Rubio
Lois Johnson Salmon
San Joaquin Accident & Medical Group, Inc.
Jacqueline and Edward Sarkisian
Joan and Robert Schoettler
Lisa Schoof
Ann and Edward Schwabacher
Patricia and Kenneth Semrick
Jasbir Singh
Georgia Kendall Sisson
Adriana Slancieanu
Rolein Smith
Carol and Mark Smith
Wanda and Alan Sortor
Barbara and William Stafford
Anne and Albert Stewart
Walter Stuart
Saundra and Dennis Stueffle
Mary and Carl Stutzman
Amy Tanner-Pellissier
and Tim Pellissier
Patricia and Gary Taylor
Morva Taylor
Helen Teichman
Linda Thayer
The SBS Group
Carlene and John Tinker
Shu-Mei and Kuo-Cheng Tseng
Debbie and Sam Tucker
Lori and Robert Uyemura
Beth Vancil
Diana and William Vizzard
Vreeland O. Jones Law
Cheryl and Walter Wahl
Corinne and George Wallet
Christine and Howard Watkins
John Weidinger, Jr.
Sharon Brown-Welty
and John Welty
Renee Westa-Lusk
Anne Heliotis Wick
Shirley and Lawrence Wilder
Rhea and Douglas Wong
Mary Woodcock
Lisa Wooll
Jane Worsley
Phoebe and Eric Wu
William Young
CONTRIBUTORS

Adventure Auto Sales
Dolores Amato
Ruth Andersen
Linda Aragon
Shirley and Bill Armbruster
Robert Matcha
Joanne Atwell
Helen Bailey
Linda and Neil Baird
Patricia and Glenn Baker
Harry Baker
Benjamin Bakkegard
Mary Jane Barbion
Laura and Darryl Barger
Ester Barroga
Deborah and Douglas Bellew
Sharon Benes
Carol Bequette
Ernest Berry
Bertuglio Enterprises
Laurel Black
Susan and Sydney Bluestone
Joanne Bolt
Barbara Boyer
Jane Bragg and Aslam Lone
Frederick Brengelman
Bernice Brewer
Catherine Brown
Sandra and Rod Buck
Eleanore and John Caire
Trish and Matt Campbell
Mary Cardell
Sarah Cardoza and Edward Cabral
Devin Carroll
Brenda and Terry Chan
Margaret Chang
Rosa Chavez
Gretchen and William Choate
Susan and Daniel Christensen
Glenn Chu
Esther Ciazzia
Pamela Clark
Georgia and Dexter Clemens
Joan Coburn
George Constantin
Wendy Costa
Lionel Costa, Sr.
Carol and Robert Cunningham
Kay and Edward Davies
Erin Dealey
Mary and John DeGroot
Lucy and Porfirio Diaz
Mary and Anthony Diaz
Mary Dominguez
Elizabeth Donaldson
Carolyn Drake
Shirley and Michael Drake
Lynn Dredge
Janeen and Seth Durant
David Engle
Susan and Austin Ewell
Vickie and Gilbert Fabela
Carolynne and Timothy Farrell
Arden and Stephen Fetterhoff
Mary Fifeid
Danila Fiorini
Carole and Barton Fischer
Virginia and Herbert Fox
Josephine Fox
Catherine and David Francis
Linda and Ted Fridolfs
Jacqueline Smith-Garcia
and Robert Garcia
Patricia and Louis Gerhardt
Belinda Gilbert
Faith Haag
Paula and Richard Haehnel
Shirley and F. J. Hammond
Susan and Douglas Hansen
Audry and Merle Hanson
Patricia and John Hardebeck
Jean Harnish
Sylvia Hart
Herbert Hartunian
Grace and Robert Hatmaker
Bette and William Head
Patricia and Dana Head
Sherris and John Heffron
Winifred Heller
Janice Hewitt
Betty Higdon
Bonnie Hearn Hill
Ellen Hopkins
Ann Hopping
Laurel and Wayne Huber
Arlene Motz and Don Husband
Donna and Harry Joe
Katherine Johnson
Isabell Kabrielian
Lucine Kasbarian
and David Boyajan
Nancy Kast
Karen and Steven Kelly
Anton Kinnetian
Karen Kinney
Elizabeth Koehler-Pentacoff
and Robert Pentacoff
Marcia and Rodney Kraft
Hanna and John Krebs
Elaine Krieger
Ross Labaugh
Elise and John Lamborn
L’Dor
Karoly Lee
Deborah Leslie
Jackie and Terrance Lewis
Patricia and Robert Libby
Ivonne and Roger Litman
Benjamin Locke
Cara and Mike Lorz
Susan Clingan Loucks
Nora and John Lowe
Lydia Lucas
Janet Nichols Lynch
Cathleen Coupe Lynch
and Jim Lynch
Rose Lyon
Linda and Seymour Mack
Stacey Maroff and Craig Madden
Vonnie Madigan
Kimberly and Robert Mallek
Janice Maroot
Steven Martin
Dolores and Donald Martin
Felicia Matosz
Mary Maughelli
Margaret and Ray McKnight
Susan McLennan
Linda Bacon Miles
and Thomas Miles
Judith Miles-Bean and David Bean
Bessie and Harry Miller
Roxanne Miller
Ellen and Johnny Misakian
Colleen Mitchell
Colin Miyahira
Joan Moglia
Carole and Roderick Moore
Catherine Moranda
Heidemarie and Robert Morris
Dorothy and Michael Motta
Sharon Mullenix
Diana and Eric Munz
Shirley Rousseau Murphy
Jo Murray
Carolynly Myall
Douglas Nasalroad
Jean and Richard Nathanson
Robert Navarro
Anne and Stanley Neal
Patricia Newman
Dolores Findlay Niccolai
and Michael Niccolai
Claire and Michael Noland
Kathie Nord-Gracyk
and Richard Gracyk
Zandra and Robert Ogata
Robert Oslund
Nicholas Paladino
Kathleen and Jack Palermo
Ellen Lipp and Leo Pedretti
Rose Peer
Grace and R. W. Pengilly
Susan Pennell and Michael Iffrig
Estella and Martin Perez
Janice and Nicholas Perino
Elizabeth Peterson
Judith and George Petrutsis
Virginia and Richard Pilegard
Richard Pinkerton
Jean Piston
Charles Pittel
Nathalie and Lawrence Pleau
Rudy Polak
Marie Polzin
Joan and Stanley Poss
Mary and Frederick Purucker
Allan Rains
Evelyn Rasmussen
Murleen Ray
Debora and Manuel Redondo
Rosie Delgadillo Reilly
Nellie and Domingos Ribeiro
Diane and Larry Risinger
Diane Jason Roberts
Matthew Rodgers
Helen Rogaway
Irene Rosato
Gail and Curtis Rose
Sharon and Gary Rossi
Mary Rowe
Karen Roy
Margaret Rush
Joan and Walter Russell
RVB-LKB Limited Partnership

Robert Sandoval
Jacelyn Santo
Kathy and Jim Satterberg
Blondina and Balzar Scherr
Susan Schmale and Paul Smith
Sandy Schuckett
Patricia Scovill
Cathryn and Stan Shires
Mary Shurtleff
Susan Silveira
Paula Singer
Helen Siret
Gary Smith
Kimberly and David Smith
Laura and Thomas Smotherman
Danniyose Solano
Diane and Philip Solari
Mary Lou and Louis Sorsky
Linda Spalding
Valerie Spongberg
Matie Spurgeon
Harriet Standring
Maureen and Walter Steffen
Alberta Steitz
Sally Stokes
Pearl Storey
Cynthia and Dennis Stuart
Mary Ellen and Patrick Stuart
Penelope and Howard Taylor
Edwin Terry
Barbara Threlkeld
Margery Toll
Mary and James Tolle
United Way California
Capital Region
Shirley Valett
Michael Valine
Barbara Van Arnam
and Michael Alch
Sheron and Hans
Van der Noorda
Susan and Garry Vandemolen
Ann and Wayne Walters
Helene Joseph-Weil
Pamela and Timothy Weiner
Alice Weiner
Ellen Weisberg
Valerie Welk
Barbara Wendt
Lucile Wheaton
Tekla White
Judith and Dean Whittach
Mary and Robert Whitley
Linnea Wickstrom
Nancy Tholen
and Robert Wilkinson
Maxine Williams
Diane and Stephen Wilson
Terry Winant
Carol Wood
Robert Wright
Karen Yamamoto
Mai and Lee Yang
Roberta Young and John Barta
Gary Young
Lenore and Mohamed Yousef